ABSTRACT.
The ate extended to the union by defining s < t whenever s £ Sa, t £ S ß, and a < ß. If S is an ordered set and T C S then conv-(T) = \x\ a < x < b for some a £ T, b e T\.
It s e S then s < T means s < t for all / £ T.
Any ordinal number y can be written uniquely as 8 + n, where S is a limit ordinal and 72 is a finite ordinal, denoted by n(y Finally, let K be the /-subgroup of A(S) generated by Go" U \k\. Note that bo2 A *•"-1.
We show that the amalgam (G, H, K, ct., ct,) is never embeddable in an /-group. Evidently r¡ = \J r¡ is the desired isomorphism, so it will suffice to construct this tower. Let 8 < Na, and suppose the tower \r¡ \ y < 8} has been con- (ii) each zero interval of gcf> is an a-set, and (iii) if a*(gç4) and %*(g<f>) are gotten from sigrp) and 2(grp) by throwing out the least and greatest zero intervals of g<f>, then i*ig<p) = %(g<f>) U %*(g(f>) is an rj^set of degree 2 and cardinality K .
The proof occurs after the next two lemmas.
In the next lemma we use a slight generalization of the wreath product of 7- Conjugating by (sO {s)) (y = yis)) results in g = (Oys)gh~ 1 (sOy) acting like the identity on an interval about 0 , whence g' £ L0 n MQ . This implies that 1 = g'cpy = i(Oys)g(sgOy))<f>y[(Oys)h(shOy))<py\-l = g*is)h*is)-\ as desired.
The proof that ci is a group homorphism depends on the identity igh)* = g*(h*)8, which is straightforward and therefore omitted. We prove that ci> is a lattice homomor- Xasuch that \i*m Na, \G\ < Na, \H\ < Na, and \K\ < Ka.
Remark. E. C. Weinberg first conjectured this theorem and presented to the author an outline of this proof. The author was able to supply the details, which make up the body of the previous section.
Proof. Let </>: AA -> AiS) and 772: K -» AiT) be as in (4.3). Let 1 < g e G. By We define t separately on each interval A of gOyCp, making sure that r' is an isomorphism from A to Ap. It A e ¿igOy<¡>), this is easy, since A and Ap ate both 77a-sets of cardi- Looking back at the proof of (4.1), we note that it S = T then f e AiS), and T is the inner automorphism of AiS) generated by r . This enables us to find /-groups with homogeneous positive cones in the following sense: Remark. The restriction K* = fc$a for arbitrarily large cardinals Xa is consistent with and independent of the other axioms of set theory, and is evidently implied by the generalized continuum hypothesis.
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